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Abstract

There is evidence that protoplanetary disks—including the protosolar one—contain crystalline dust grains on spatial
scales where the dust temperature is lower than the threshold value for their formation through thermal annealing of
amorphous interstellar silicates. We interpret these observations in terms of an extended, magnetocentrifugally driven
disk wind that transports grains from the inner disk—where they are thermally processed by the stellar radiation after
being uplifted from the disk surfaces—to the outer disk regions. For any disk radius r, there is a maximum grain size
amax(r) that can be uplifted from that location: grains of size a=amax are carried away by the wind, whereas those
with aamax reenter the disk at larger radii. A significant portion of the reentering grains converge to—and
subsequently accumulate in—a narrow region just beyond rmax(a), the maximum radius from which grains of size a
can be uplifted. We show that this model can account for the inferred crystallinity fractions in classical T Tauri and
Herbig Ae disks and for their indicated near constancy after being established early in the disk evolution. It is also
consistent with the reported radial gradients in the mean grain size, crystallinity, and crystal composition. In addition,
this model yields the properties of the grains that remain embedded in the outflows from protoplanetary disks and
naturally explains the inferred persistence of small grains in the surface layers of these disks.

Key words: circumstellar matter – ISM: jets and outflows – ISM: magnetic fields – protoplanetary disks – stars:
protostars

1. Introduction

Spectroscopic mid-infrared observations have provided evi-
dence for the presence of ∼0.1–1 μm crystalline silicate grains in
the surface layers of protoplanetary disks in objects ranging in
mass from brown dwarfs to Herbig Ae/Be stars (e.g., Apai et al.
2005; van Boekel et al. 2005; Bouwman et al. 2008; Sargent et al.
2009; Watson et al. 2009). The inferred mean crystalline mass
fractions (∼10%–20%) are evidently established at an early phase
of the disk evolution (on timescales �1 Myr) and change little
with age (e.g., Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2009; Oliveira et al. 2011). To
reconcile these observations with the fact that silicate grains are
found to be largely amorphous in the interstellar medium, it has
been proposed that these particles undergo thermal annealing after
being incorporated into the disk (e.g., Gail 1998). This process
requires temperatures 103 K, but the crystalline grains are
detected out to distances where the dust temperature is
significantly lower: this has motivated models in which the
crystalline grains are processed in the hot, innermost region of the
disk and are subsequently transported outward. Although it is
conceivable that the grains observed farther out were processed
locally in shock waves (e.g., Harker & Desch 2002), there is
evidence from interferometric measurements for the presence of a
radial gradient in crystallinity between the inner (1 au) and the
outer (10 au) disk regions (e.g., van Boekel et al. 2004;
Schegerer et al. 2008), which is consistent with the outward-
transport interpretation. Similar inferences about the presence and
distribution of silicate crystals have been made in the solar system
based on data from short-period comets (which originate at
distances >30 au). In particular, a crystallinity fraction of up to
∼35% was inferred in the context of the Deep Impact mission to

Comet 9P/Tempel 1 (Harker et al. 2007), and a major fraction of
the 1 μm particles in the material returned by the Stardust
mission from Comet 81P/Wild2 (Brownlee et al. 2006;
McKeegan et al. 2006; Zolensky et al. 2006) were determined
to be crystalline silicates. In the latter case, the presence of a 20
μm particle that resembles a meteoritic calcium- and aluminum-
rich inclusion (CAI) in one of the samples points to thermal
processing that took place when the Sun was still very young.
The proposed radial transport scenarios can be broadly

divided into two classes: those involving physical mechanisms
that operate inside the disk and those that involve uplifting dust
grains and propelling them to larger radial distances outside the
disk. Several mechanisms have been suggested as candidates for
internal transport, including large-scale flows associated with
angular momentum redistribution in the disk, particle diffusion,
density waves in gravitationally unstable systems, and photo-
phoresis (see, e.g., Ciesla 2011 for a summary). While each of
these mechanisms could in principle carry particles outward, it
remains unclear to what extent the specific conditions that are
required for their operation are met in actual disks. For example,
models invoking vertical diffusion as well as radial advection by
gas flows attributable to an effective viscosity (e.g., Ciesla
2007, 2010a, 2010b) often associate these two processes with the
presence of turbulence within the disk. However, recent
observational (e.g., Flaherty et al. 2015, 2017; Pinte et al.
2016) and theoretical (e.g., Gressel et al. 2015; Bai 2017) studies
have indicated that extended regions in protoplanetary disks may
have nonturbulent surface layers.7 In the external transport
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6 Hubble Fellow.

7 The above-cited observational studies place an upper limit of ∼10−3 on the
turbulence parameter α (see Appendix B) on spatial scales 30 au, whereas
the referenced theoretical papers infer laminar flows in the inner disk regions
(down to ∼1 au).
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scenario, dust grains are uplifted from the disk surface and
flung radially out by a gas outflow driven by a magnetic (e.g.,
Shu et al. 1996) or a radiation-pressure (Vinković 2009) force.
The dust particles are coupled to the gas by collisional drag and
are naturally sorted according to their size a (e.g., Liffman &
Brown 1995): particles with sizes exceeding a critical value
amax (see Equation (6)) remain in the disk because they are too
heavy to overcome the stellar tidal gravitational force, those
with sizes a=amax are readily uplifted and carried away by
the outflow, and those with intermediate sizes leave the disk
and start moving outward but eventually succumb to the tidal
force (which increases linearly with height above the midplane)
and reenter the disk.8

The Shu et al. (1996) magnetic outflow model and its
subsequent elaborations (e.g., Shu et al. 2001) were based on
the X-wind picture (e.g., Shu et al. 2000), wherein a stellar
magnetic field threading the disk launches a centrifugally
driven outflow from the vicinity of the outer boundary of the
stellar magnetosphere (at a distance <0.1 au from the star).
This model (which addressed the origin of CAIs and
chondrules in the solar system) was critiqued by Desch et al.
(2010), who argued that it is not viable at the proposed location
of the base of the wind: among other objections, they pointed
out that at that distance, the temperature would be too high for
solid material to exist. Some of these arguments can also be
made against a possible application of this model to the
interpretation of crystalline silicates: in particular, the dust
(subscript “d”) temperature Td at the edge of the magneto-
sphere, both above (Hill et al. 2001) and inside (Muzerolle
et al. 2003) the disk, is expected to lie above the sublimation
temperature of silicate grains (Tsub ∼1300–1700 K, where the
lower and upper limits of the indicated range correspond,
respectively, to olivine and pyroxene compositions; e.g.,
Kobayashi et al. 2011).9 Magnetocentrifugal winds could,
however, be launched from extended portions of a proto-
planetary disk along interstellar magnetic field lines that are
trapped when the natal molecular cloud core undergoes
gravitational collapse (e.g., Königl & Pudritz 2000; Königl &
Salmeron 2011). Observational evidence for the existence of
powerful disk outflows of this type has been accumulating for
many years (e.g., Frank et al. 2014; Bjerkeli et al. 2016; Hirota
et al. 2017; Fang et al. 2018; Banzatti et al. 2019), and it is now
believed that they play a central role in transporting the excess
angular momentum of the bulk of the matter that accretes onto
the star. Recent theoretical work has indicated that this transport
can be effective even if the magnetic pressure remains much
smaller than the thermal pressure near the midplane of the
disk (e.g., Turner et al. 2014). Such winds are expected
to be strong enough to uplift grains from the disk surface
(Safier 1993), and there is growing evidence that significant
amounts of dust are indeed present in actual protostellar disk
outflows (e.g., Bans & Königl 2012; Ellerbroek et al. 2014; and
references therein).

In this paper, we investigate the possibility that the inferred
distribution of crystalline silicate grains in protoplanetary disks
(including the one that surrounded the young Sun) can be
attributed to the action of a magnetocentrifugal wind that is
launched beyond the dust sublimation radius rsub (the distance
below which grains that are exposed to the stellar radiation
sublimate). In its basic outline, this model is similar to the one
first proposed by Shu et al. (1996): the drag force exerted by
the wind uplifts grains from the disk surface, with particles that
originate close enough to the center getting heated to a high
temperature through exposure to the stellar radiation and those
that are of intermediate size reentering the disk farther out. The
principal difference is that, unlike in the X-wind scenario, in
this case the dust leaves the disk over an extended region at
distances where the temperature is low enough for solid
particles to be present. Our aim is to examine whether this
model can reproduce the observationally inferred crystallinity
properties of these disks for plausible values of the physical
parameters. Previous attempts to apply MHD disk outflows to
the problem of dust uplifting and thermal processing above the
disk were carried out by Salmeron & Ireland (2012) and
Miyake et al. (2016); however, these studies only considered
vertical motions and ignored the all-important radial transport
of the grains.
We employ a global, semianalytic, MHD solution (Teitler

2011) to describe the gas dynamics of the disk–wind system
and use it as the basis for modeling the dust evolution. We
study the transport and thermal processing of dust in the wind
zone with the help of a Monte Carlo scheme: the computational
methodology for this investigation is outlined in Section 2, and
the results are presented in Section 3. For further insight into
this problem, we derive in Appendix B a grid-based solution of
the transport equations that yields the equilibrium dust
distribution for the entire disk–wind domain. The astrophysical
implications of this scenario are discussed in Section 4: aside
from the radial transport of thermally processed dust to the
outer regions of protoplanetary disks, this model makes it
possible to characterize the properties of the grains that are
carried away by the outflows from these disks and to explain
the persistence of small grains in their surface layers. Our
findings are summarized in Section 5.

2. Modeling Approach

The adopted semianalytic disk–wind solution is described in
Section 2.1. As the dust has a negligible impact on the
accretion and outflow dynamics, we use the gas density and
velocity values obtained from this solution as input data for
calculating the trajectories of the grains. The equations
governing the grain motions are presented in Section 2.2 under
the assumptions that the grain velocities rapidly assume their
terminal (time-asymptotic) forms and that collisions between
grains can be ignored: the validity of these approximations is
considered in Appendix A. To solve for the dust distribution in
the wind, we use a Monte Carlo scheme (Section 2.3) that
samples uplifted grains along the disk surface: this scheme is
well suited for calculating the properties of the grains that
reenter the disk. In the absence of collisions, the evolution of
the number density of grains of a given size within the wind
can be described by a system of linear, first-order, ordinary
differential equations, the steady-state solution of which can be
obtained numerically. We present this alternative derivation of
the grain density distribution in Appendix B and demonstrate

8 In the radiation-pressure transport scenario presented in Vinković (2009),
the grains that are uplifted from the surface layers of the inner disk are
replenished with new grains through turbulent diffusion from the disk interior:
this model is thus also subject to the caveat that the region under consideration
may not be turbulent.
9 Note in this connection that condensation of evaporated dust is another
possible mechanism (aside from annealing) for the formation of crystalline
silicates (e.g., Gail 2004). However, given the high gas temperatures that are
expected in the wind (see Section 2.2), it is unlikely that any grains would form
in this way close enough to the disk surface to end up back in the disk. We
therefore do not consider dust recondensation in this work.
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its good agreement with the Monte Carlo results. Finally, in
Section 2.4, we describe how we treat the thermal processing of
uplifted grains.

2.1. Self-similar Disk–Wind Solution

The solution derived by Teitler (2011) represents a steady-
state accretion disk that is threaded by a large-scale magnetic
field: the field launches a centrifugally driven wind that
transports all of the excess angular momentum of the accreted
matter. The evolution of the magnetic flux is treated self-
consistently, with the inward drag exerted by the (mostly
neutral) inflowing gas countered by ambipolar diffusion (ion–
neutral drag). The model assumes self-similarity in the
spherical radial coordinate R, which makes it possible to seek
a semianalytic solution. A solution of this type was originally
obtained by Blandford & Payne (1982) for the wind zone: the
more general disk–wind model presented by Teitler (2011)
effectively matches a nonideal MHD solution for the disk
interior to the ideal MHD wind solution derived by those
authors.10 The global disk–wind solution is specified by two
dimensionless parameters: θ, the square of the ratio of the
isothermal sound speed cs to the local Keplerian speed vK, and
ν, the square of the ratio of the midplane Alfvén speed to vK.
The particular solution detailed in Teitler (2011), which we
adopt in this work, is characterized by θ=1×10−3 and
ν=7.744×10−4. The magnitude of quantities such as the
gas (subscript “ g”) velocity vg and mass density ρg in this
solution is determined by specifying also the values of two
dimensional parameters, which we take to be M*, the mass of
the central star, and Ṁg,out, the gas mass outflow rate (from both
sides of the disk) evaluated between the innermost (r−) and
outermost (r+) disk radii. In particular, at any given location,

µv Mg
1 2
* and ˙r µ M Mg g,out

1 2
* , whereas the magnetic field

amplitude B scales as Ṁ Mg,out
1 2 1 4

* . In the applications con-
sidered in this paper, we use M* = 1 ☉M , Ṁg,out = ´3.50

☉
- -M10 yr8 1, r−=0.1 au, and r+=100 au. These choices

correspond to a midplane magnetic field strength of ;1.0 G
at 1 au.

The self-similarity assumption implies that the various
physical quantities scale as power laws in R along a spherical
ray. Specifically, vg∝R−1/ 2 for a Keplerian disk, whereas ρg
and B scale almost exactly as R−3/2 and R−5/4, respectively, for
the particular solution that we adopt. The normalization of each
of these quantities depends on the polar angle of the ray (or,
equivalently, on its value of z/r, using a cylindrical coordinate
system (r, f, z)). Because the Blandford & Payne (1982) wind
solution is incorporated into the solution constructed by Teitler
(2011), it is possible to specify any of the two dimensionless
parameters that define the wind solution on the basis of the full
disk–wind solution: for example, the wind parameters λ
(normalized specific angular momentum, including the magn-
etic contribution) and κ (normalized mass-to-magnetic flux
ratio) take the values 108.4 and 1.27×10−3, respectively, in
the solution that we employ. In this solution, each decade in
radius contributes nearly equally to Ṁg,out (see Blandford &
Payne 1982), but the total mass outflow rate remains small in
comparison with the mass inflow rate (Ṁg,out=0.10 Ṁg,in).

The adopted disk–wind model corresponds to a relatively
low value of the midplane (subscript “0”) plasma β parameter
(thermal-to-magnetic pressure ratio), β0=2θ/ν≈2.6, and as
such may not be representative of real disks (for which β0 ?1).
In particular, models of this type are characterized by a rather
large inflow speed (of the order of the local speed of sound),
which implies unrealistically short disk lifetimes (e.g., Shu
et al. 2008). However, the focus of this paper is on the transport
of grains in a disk-driven outflow, for which the semianalytic
magnetocentrifugal wind solution provides a convenient
representation. We employ the full disk–wind solution to
specify the conditions at the base of the outflow and to illustrate
the capacity of wind-driving disks to convey dust to the disk
surfaces, but the details of the disk interior model are not
crucial to our conclusions. We also note that even the particular
wind solution that we use may not be representative of real
outflows in that models with lower values of λ (which are
typically slower and denser) have been argued to provide better
fits to observations of classical T Tauri (cTT) stellar jets (e.g.,
Ferreira et al. 2006). The wind solution that we utilize should
nevertheless be adequate for studying the main qualitative
aspects of dust transport outside the disk.
The trajectories of the fluid elements that partake in the disk–

wind flow have a nested morphology, moving inward roughly
in parallel at the outer boundary of the disk and peeling off one
after another as the center is approached. One can identify the
surface of the disk with the locus of the points where vg,r=0;
above this surface, the fluid elements move radially out.11 In
the self-similar model, the locus of these turning points is a
conical surface: it is given by (z/r) ≈ 0.06 in the particular
solution that we employ. In this paper, we take the base of the
wind (subscript “ b”) to be the surface above which all of the
dust particles that we consider have vd,r>0. This surface is
located just above the vg,r=0 surface.

2.2. Dust Dynamics

Although the underlying model for the gas is self-similar, the
velocity and density profiles of the uplifted dust are not. The
time-asymptotic velocity components of a dust particle, taken
to be a compact sphere of radius a and density ρs=3.5 g
cm−3 (e.g., Weingartner & Draine 2001a), are given by

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )= + -

+
f

v r z a v r z
v

r

GM r

r z
t a, , , , 1r rd, g,

d,
2

2 2 3 2 s*

( ) ( ) ( )=f fv r z a v r z, , , , 2d, g,

and

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )= -
+

v r z a v r z
GM z

r z
t a, , , , 3z zd, g, 2 2 3 2 s*

where G is the gravitational constant and ts=mdvrel/ Fdrag is
the particle-stopping time, due to the drag force Fdrag induced
by its motion (at a speed vrel) relative to the gas (with
md=(4π/3)ρsa

3 being the grain mass). In the Epstein regime
that is relevant to our problem, in which the particle size is
smaller than the mean free path of the gas particles, the

10 For the comparatively low-luminosity sources that we consider, the effect of
the radiation-pressure force on the uplifted dust is not strong enough to
significantly affect the wind dynamics, so we do not consider this force in
deriving the wind solution.

11 An alternative identification is with the surface where vg,f equals the
Keplerian speed vK=( )GM R 1 2

* , which is typically close by (see Wardle &
Königl 1993).
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magnitude of the drag force is given by

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ( )p

p
r» + F c v a

8

3
2 1

9

128
, 4drag

2
1 2

g s rel
2

where º v crel s (e.g., Draine & Salpeter 1979).12 The
sound speed is given by ( )m=c k T ms B g H

1 2, where kB is the
Boltzmann constant, mH is the mass of a hydrogen nucleus, and
μ is the molecular weight; we use μ=2.33 under the
assumption of a molecular hydrogen-dominated gas, but our
results are not sensitive to the precise value of this parameter.

We evaluate the gas temperature in the wind using a
phenomenological expression of the form

[( ) ( ) ] ( ) ( )= g d-T T z r z r r au , 5g 1 b

and adopt (1)T1=200 K, γ=1, and δ=1/2 as fiducial
parameter values based on rough fits to the results of the
thermochemical model of magnetized protostellar disk winds
presented in Panoglou et al. (2012). That model employed a
low-λ MHD wind solution corresponding to a relatively dense
outflow that provides effective shielding from the protostellar
radiation, and it was found that the dominant processes that
determined Tg were the “generic” ones associated with weakly
ionized, molecular disk winds: ambipolar diffusion heating and
adiabatic expansion plus molecular radiation cooling (see
Safier 1993). It is, however, conceivable that in the case of
more tenuous outflows, X-ray and far-UV radiation from the
central source could strongly affect the gas temperature. Such
effects were previously considered for disks that do not drive
outflows (e.g., Glassgold et al. 2004; Nomura & Millar 2005),
and it has been argued that they in fact dominate in certain
observed sources (e.g., Bruderer et al. 2012; Tilling et al.
2012). In the case of the young protostar HLTau, in which
there is evidence for a significant outflow (e.g., Klaassen et al.
2016), Kwon et al. (2011) inferred a dust temperature profile
along the disk (Td(r)≈ ( )-r600 au 0.43 K) that is nearly
identical to the one predicted for the centrally irradiated surface
layer of a cTT disk (Td(r)≈550(r/au)−0.40 K; Equation (11) in
Chiang & Goldreich 1997). This estimate likely represents a
lower limit on the gas temperature at the top of the disk in this
source (see, e.g., the Td and Tg profiles presented in Glassgold
et al. 2004 and Nomura & Millar 2005). Furthermore, as
Panoglou et al. (2012) pointed out, Tg rose much more rapidly
with z/r in their magnetocentrifugal wind model than in a
hydrostatic disk atmosphere. In the absence of a detailed model
of a weakly shielding disk wind, we use the ansatz in
Equation (5) for a qualitative exploration of the possible
behavior of the gas temperature in such an outflow. In addition
to the fiducial parameter set (1) given above, we consider the
following parameter combinations: (2)T1=600 K, γ=1,
δ=1/2—intended to test the effect of a higher temperature at
the base of the wind (as indicated in the HL Tau system);
(3)T1=200 K, γ=2, δ=1/2—intended to test the effect of
a steeper vertical temperature gradient; and (4)T1=200 K,
γ=1, δ=2/3—meant to examine the possibility that the

radial temperature gradient may also be steeper. For the latter
two profiles, we were guided by the results presented in Figure
2 of Nomura & Millar (2005) for a hydrostatic cTT disk: we
inferred γ≈2 from a rough fit to the base of the atmosphere in
the r=1 au profile shown in panel(a -1) and δ≈2/3 from an
approximate fit to the z/r=0.1 profile in panel(a -2). The
parameter values of the adopted Tg profiles are summarized in
Table 1. At the comparatively low altitudes (z/r<0.3)
attained by the intermediate-size grains that are of interest to us,
Tg likely does not exceed ∼103 K; however, there is evidence
from the analysis of forbidden line emission in protostellar
systems that the gas temperature in disk winds can reach much
higher values (∼104 K) farther up (e.g., Fang et al. 2018). Note,
however, that the Blandford & Payne (1982) wind model that
we employ is “cold,” in the sense that the thermal pressure
force has a negligible effect on the flow dynamics: this remains
true for all the Tg profiles that we use.
One can estimate the maximum grain size, amax(r), that can

be uplifted from any given location at the base of the wind by
setting the grain velocity component normal to that surface,
vd,⊥ = vd,z – (z/r)bvd,r, equal to zero. Given that vd,r≈0 at
the base of the wind, the condition vd,⊥=0 reduces to vd,z≈0
at (z/r)b. Using Equations (3)–(5) in the limit  1 as well
as the self-similarity scalings, which imply r2ρgvg,z≈
˙ [ ( )]p + -M r r4 lng,out at the base of the wind, we obtain

⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎜ ⎟

⎜ ⎟

⎜ ⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
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⎛
⎝

⎞
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˙
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( )

( )
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☉ ☉

p p
m

r

m

»

=

´

d

+ -

-
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-

-
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- -

a
M

r r

k T m

GM z r

r

M

M

M

M

T

z r r r r

8

4 ln au

0.35
10 yr 200 K

0.06

ln

ln 10 au
m, 6

max
g,out B 1 H

1 2

s b

2

g,out

8 1

1
1

1 2

b
1

3

1 1 4

*

*

where the numerical expression employs the fiducial parameter
values. We verified that Equation (6) provides an excellent
approximation to the maximum uplifted grain size by
evaluating vd,⊥=0 numerically: this only changed the
numerical coefficient by ∼6% (from 0.35 to 0.33). The
function amax(r) can be inverted to yield rmax(a), the maximum
radius from which grains of size a can be uplifted.
According to estimate(6), amax∝r− δ/ 2. This implies that if

the exponent δ in Equation (5) remains close to the fiducial
value, the magnitude of amax will depend only weakly on
radius: for δ=1/2, it will decrease just by 44% when r is
increased from 1 to 10 au. Now, as we noted in Section 1,
uplifted grains that reenter the disk have sizes that are close to
amax—much smaller grains are carried away by the outflow.

Table 1
Gas Temperature Profiles (Equation (5))

Profile T1 (K) γ δ

1a 200 1 1/2
2 600 1 1/2
3 200 2 1/2
4 200 1 2/3

Note.
a Fiducial case.

12 We include the Mach number term in Equation (4) because the values of vrel
in our model are supersonic for sufficiently large values of z/r and r, with the
(negatively sloped)2=1 surface in the (z/r, r) plane lying closer to the disk
surface the larger the particle size a.
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Equation (6) therefore provides a good approximation to the
size of reentering grains for a given set of system parameters.

The final equation required for determining the dust
dynamics is the conservation relation for the number density
nd(a) of grains of size a (which in general varies with r and z).
In a steady state and ignoring grain–grain collisions as well
particle diffusion (where the latter omission is consistent with
the assumption of a nonturbulent gas flow), it is given by

· ( ( ) ( )) ( ) =vn r z a r z a, , , , 0. 7d d

We assume that the grains mixed in with the gas that feeds the
outflow have sizes in the range 0.005–5 μm and a distribution
of the form
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(see Pollack et al. 1985). We fix the proportionality constant by
setting ρd=0.01 ρg for the matter that enters the wind.
Equation (7) is solved explicitly using the grid-based approach
described in Appendix B but only indirectly in the Monte Carlo
scheme presented in Section 2.3.

The mass flux of uplifted grains from any radius r along the
disk surface can be evaluated from the integral

( )ò ^m dn da v dad d d, using the distribution(8) and the con-
straints

( ) ( ) ( )< >a a r r r aand , 9max sub

where rsub(a) is given by Equation (13) in Section 2.4.
Equation (9) expresses the requirements (1) that the grain size
be smaller than the maximum size that can be uplifted from the
chosen location, and (2) that the selected point lies outside the
region where grains of this size sublimate. Integrating this flux
over the surface area on both sides of the disk yields the total
dust mass outflow rate Ṁd,out.

2.3. Monte Carlo Scheme

Our approach is patterned after the energy-conserving Monte
Carlo technique devised by Lucy (1999) for calculating
radiative equilibria (see also Bjorkman & Wood 2001). In this
formulation, photons are sampled from a given source
luminosity in the form of equal-energy packets that are strictly
monochromatic (so that shorter-wavelength packets contain
fewer photons), with the wavelengths chosen so as to
correspond to equal selection probabilities based on the
source’s spectrum. A key feature of the radiative transfer
method that underlies this technique is that it enforces energy
conservation. In our adaptation, we substitute grains for
photons and mass for energy. We replace the wavelengths in
the original scheme by the grain sizes, which are sampled using
the grain distribution at the base of the wind. The calculation is
greatly simplified by the fact that collisional interactions can be
ignored for the systems that we consider, which makes the
grains analogous to free-streaming photons.

We perform the calculation on a rectangular grid in (r, z/r)
space that extends in r from r− to r+ and in z/r from (z/r)b to
0.5. The radial axis is divided into 100 segments of equal
logarithmic size, whereas the vertical axis is divided into 88
segments of equal linear size: the resulting grid is sufficiently
fine to ensure that the values of the relevant physical
parameters are nearly constant across any given cell. Our goal

is to calculate the steady-state grain distribution in the
computational domain. To this end, we launch dust and gas
packets from the top of the disk and follow their respective
motions. Each gas packet has the same mass Mg (the numerical
value of which does not directly affect the calculation), and all
of the dust packets also have identical masses, fixed at
Md=0.01 Mg. A Monte Carlo draw consists of choosing one
gas and one dust packet. It is initiated by selecting the launch
radius rl using the relation

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )x =
-
-

-

+ -

r r

r r

log log

log log
, 10l

where ξ is a random deviate in the interval ( )0, 1 . Upon
choosing rl, we launch a gas packet from that location. We
divide the grains into K=200 equal-probability mass bins that
are selected at any given radial location by using the expression
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(with a−=0.005 μm, a+=5 μm, and dn/da given by
Equation (8)) and randomly sampling the integerk from the
interval (0, K−1). This determines the size ak of the grains,
but the corresponding dust packet (which contains Md/md(ak)
[∝ak

−3] particles) is launched only if the conditions given by
Equation (9) are satisfied for the given values of ak and rl.
The velocity field of the gas packets is determined from the

adopted magnetocentrifugal wind solution, whereas that of the
dust packets (which are characterized by the size of the grains
that they contain) is given by Equations (1)–(3). For any given
cell through which a packet moves, we approximate the
packet’s path by a straight line oriented in the direction of the
velocity vector at the center of the cell and extending between
the packet’s entry point into the cell and the point where this
line again intersects the cell boundary (which we take to be the
exit point from the given cell as well as the entry point into
the next cell). Using the length of this line and the magnitude of
the adopted velocity vector, we evaluate the transit time of the
packet across the cell. For every selected packet, we carry out
this procedure for all of the cells that the packet traverses
between its launch point at the base of the wind and the point
where it leaves the grid. We keep track of the cumulative
residence times of the gas and dust packets in a 100×88×1
matrix for the former (corresponding to the single gas particle
size) and a 100×88×200 matrix for the latter (corresp-
onding to the 200 grain sizes that we consider). Finally, after

= ´N 5 105 draws, we calculate the mass density ratio
ρd(ak)/ρg for grains of size ak in any given cell by dividing the
corresponding elements of these two matrices (with a further
division by 100 implemented to account for the mass difference
between dust and gas packets). The total dust-to-gas ratio in the
cell is obtained by summing over k, whereas the magnitude of
the dust density is found from the local dust-to-gas ratio
through multiplication by the wind gas density at the center of
the cell.

2.4. Thermal Processing of Uplifted Grains

In our model, the crystalline grains that are transported by
the wind to the outer regions of the disk are heated to the high
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temperatures required for annealing only after they enter the
wind. Unlike the situation inside the disk, the outflow density is
typically too low to assure equilibration of the gas and dust
temperatures, so the values of Td and Tg in the wind zone are
largely independent of each other. We estimate the temperature
of an uplifted grain by focusing on direct irradiation by stellar
photons13 and assuming that the grain rapidly attains radiative
equilibrium with the incident radiation. We approximate the
radiation field as a blackbody that is emitted isotropically from
a spherical surface of radius R* and consider two representative
cases: a cTT field, characterized by an effective temperature
T*=4000 K; and a Herbig Ae (HAe) field, for which
T*=10,000 K. We adopt a single fiducial value for the
photospheric radius in both types of stars, R*=2 R☉. With
the additional simplification (revisited in Section 4) that the
wind is everywhere optically thin to the stellar photons, the
radiative equilibrium condition at a distance R from the star
(approximated for this purpose as a point source) can be written
as

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ò òk n n k n n=n n

¥ ¥
B T d

R

R
B T d , 12

0
abs d

2

0
abs*

*

where Bν is the Planck function at photon frequency ν, and κabs
is the dust absorption opacity (which in general depends on the
grain size a). In solving this equation for Td, we employ the
absorption cross sections tabulated by Weingartner & Draine
(2001b) for “smoothed UV astronomical silicate” spheres.14

The sublimation radius can be inferred from Equation (12)
by substituting the value of the sublimation temperature for Td.
This gives rise to an expression of the form

( ) ( ) ( )= -r a F T T a L T, , , 13sub sub
1 2

sub
2

* *
where F is a weakly varying function and L*= psT R4 4 2

* *
is

the stellar luminosity (with σ being the Stefan–Boltzmann
constant). As a function of the grain size, F takes its lowest
values for a1 μm, a consequence of the comparatively high
radiative cooling efficiency of the larger grains (see Table 2 and
related discussion in Bans & Königl 2012). In evaluating
Equation (13), we adopt Tsub=1300 K, appropriate for

olivine-type dust. We find that, as a decreases from 1 to 0.1
μm, rsub increases from 0.12 to 0.14 au for cTT systems, and
from 0.84 to 2.02 au for HAe disks.
The exact temperature and rate at which amorphous grains

anneal depend on their structure and composition. Ciesla
(2011) examined three representative experimental determina-
tions of this rate as a function of temperature and concluded
that, as soon as an amorphous grain is heated to a temperature
that exceeds the threshold value Tann for the relevant annealing
law, it rapidly becomes fully crystalline on account of the
exponential dependence of the characteristic annealing time
τann on Td,

( )t n=- -e 14ann
1

c
E

k T
a

B d

(where nc is a characteristic vibrational frequency of the silicate
lattice and Ea is the activation energy). Based on this result, we
adopt the approximation that uplifted grains undergo complete
annealing if they are heated to a temperature �Tann, but that
they remain amorphous if their temperature remains below this
value. This picture implies that there will be an upper limit
(rann, defined by Td(rann)=Tann) on the launch radius of
annealed grains. Because Tann is generally <Tsub, rann is >rsub,
and there will be a range of disk radii for which uplifted grains
are annealed (with the specific values of the boundaries rsub and
rann of this range depending on the grain size). The value of
Tann(a) is obtained from the requirement that, when Td
increases above Tann, τann becomes smaller than the grain
transit time across the launch region, which we write in the
form

( )t = C r v 15dyn K

(where C is a proportionality constant). Based on our
dynamical model calculations, C10. In view of the
comparatively strong radiation field of HAe stars, any given
value of Td(a) is attained farther out from the star (where the
dynamical time is longer) in these systems than in cTT disks,
which implies that Tann(a) is generally lower in HAe sources. In
fact, the incident radiative flux is the dominant factor that
determines Td, so it is an excellent approximation to use a
single representative value of Tann for each class of sources.
In evaluating τann, we set νc=2×1013 s−1 and Ea/kB=
39,100 K, based on the results obtained by Fabian et al. (2000)
for Mg2SiO4 smoke. For the models presented in this paper, we
adopt C=1 (the most conservative choice): the Tann values
inferred for cTT and HAe systems are then 900 K and 850 K,
respectively.15 For these values of Tann, rann increases from 0.27
to 0.38 au for cTT systems and from 2.08 to 4.37 au for HAe
disks as the grain size decreases from 1 to 0.1 μm.
The Monte Carlo solution enables us to determine the

distribution of annealed grains that reenter the disk as well as
their origin. For each dust packet that leaves the disk, we record
the maximum value of Td (which corresponds to the
temperature at the launch radius rl) and classify the associated
grains as “annealed” (subscript “ann”) or “amorphous” (sub-
script “amo”) depending on whether Td,max is�Tannor<Tann.
We keep track of this information until the packet reenters the

Table 2
Model Parameters

Quantity Value (cTT/HAe)

M* (M☉) 1.0
R* (R☉) 2.0
˙ ( )

-M M yrg,out
1 3.50×10−8

( )*T K 4000/10,000
Tsub ( K) 1300
rsub(a) (au)

a 0.12–0.14/0.84–2.02
Tann (K) 900/850
rann(a) (au)

a 0.27–0.38/2.08–4.37

Note.
a For grain sizes a in the range 0.1–1 μm; rsub(a) and rann(a) are inversely
correlated with a.

13 Possible additional contributions to the radiative heating are from stellar
photons that scatter off other grains in the wind, photons emitted by wind-borne
grains, and photons (representing both intrinsic and reprocessed radiation) that
originate in the accretion disk.
14 Available at https://www.astro.princeton.edu/~draine/dust/dust.diel.html.

15 For comparison, the corresponding values for C=10 are 850 K and
800 K.
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disk and use it in constructing separate surface distribution
functions of the form ρd(ak, r)/ρg(r) for these two types of
grains. We then calculate the radial distribution of the
reentering (subscript “r”) mass flux, ( ) ( )rå ^a r v a r, ,k k kd d,
(where all quantities are evaluated at (z/r)b), for the annealed
and amorphous grains. The corresponding total mass reentry
rates, Ṁr,ann and Ṁr,amo, are obtained by integrating these fluxes
over the surface area on both sides of the disk.

The representative parameter values adopted in this paper are
summarized in Table 2.

3. Results

According to the model outlined in Section 2, the presence of
∼0.1–1 μm crystalline silicate grains in the outer regions of
protostellar disks around solar-mass stars could in principle be
interpreted in terms of the vertical uplifting and radial transport of
such grains by hydromagnetic disk winds. To gain insight into this
mechanism, we show in Figure 1 the trajectories of uplifted dust
particles of size a=1 μm. For this and the other figures
presented in this section, we employ the MHD wind solution
described in Section 2.1 and the nominal parameter values listed
in Table 2. We present results for the four illustrative gas
temperature profiles considered in Section 2.2; however, in this
figure we ignore the effect of dust sublimation, so the innermost
launch radius is r−=0.1 au in all cases. The grain trajectories
were calculated using Equations (1)–(3) and (in view of the radial
self-similarity of the underlying wind model) are plotted in the
(r, z/r) plane. In each panel, the region to the left (right) of
the dashed red curve corresponds to motion away from (toward)
the disk surface (defined by (z/r)b≈0.06), whereas the dotted
blue curve similarly divides the plane into regions where the
grains move vertically up or down. The figure demonstrates that
all uplifted grains of this size end up back in the disk irrespective
of which Tg profile is employed, but that the detailed structure of
their trajectories depends on the choice of parameters in
Equation (5). The most noticeable difference is in the shape of
the trajectories for Profile2 compared to those for the three other
profiles. In all cases, some fraction of the trajectories are seen to
converge to a region—which we term the “convergence zone”—
that lies roughly between the intersection points of the dashed red
and dotted blue curves with the base of the wind. For Profile2,
essentially all the reentering grains land within the convergence
zone, whereas in the other cases the convergence is less
pronounced (particularly for Profile 3). The convergence behavior
is exhibited primarily by reentering grains that approach the
(tilted) disk surface while still moving upward, whereas the grains
that overshoot the convergence zone all move on highly curved
trajectories and reenter the disk with vd,z<0.

The inner boundary of the convergence zone corresponds to
rmax(a), the outermost radius from which grains of size a can be
uplifted. This is, in fact, the innermost radius where any grain
of this size can reenter the disk because the terminal-velocity
vectors of these grains are directed away from the disk surface
for all radii r< rmax(a). According to Equation (6), rmax(a)∝

dT1
1 ; this explains why, in comparison with the situation for

Profile1 (the fiducial case), the convergence region is located
farther out for Profile2 and farther in for Profile4 (which
correspond, respectively, to higher values of T1 and δ; see
Table 1). The large (factor of 9) increase in the value of rmax(a)
for Profile2 in comparison with the fiducial profile is a key
reason for why the reentering grains do not overshoot the
convergence zone in this case—this region is located far

enough from the center that even grains uplifted from the
innermost disk region can reach it while still moving upward.
The apparent weakening of the convergence behavior for
Profile3 as compared with the fiducial profile can, in turn, be
attributed to the more rapid vertical increase of Tg in this case
(a consequence of the higher value of the parameter γ). The
higher gas temperature leads to a stronger coupling between
the dust and the gas, which increases the magnitude of vd,z
above the disk surface: this has the effect of “unbending” the
trajectories of particles that, in the fiducial case, converge
toward rmax(a).
A clear manifestation of the convergence behavior of the

reentering grains in Figure 1 is provided by the radial
distribution of their mass density at the base of the wind,
which is shown in Figure 2. For each of the plotted cases, the
density rises sharply at the respective value of rmax(a) and then
exhibits a strong drop within the convergence region; for
Profiles1, 3, and4, this is followed by a less steeply declining
“shoulder,” which corresponds to the overshooting grains. As
could be expected from the trajectory plots in Figure 1, the
density decreases most rapidly for Profile2 and most slowly
for Profile3; however, even in the latter case, there is a distinct
∼1 order of magnitude initial drop in density, which delineates
the convergence zone.
For another perspective on the evolution of the uplifted dust,

we plot in Figure 3 the total (comprising outgoing and
reentering grains) number density distribution nd(a) at three
distinct locations (r = 1, 10, and 100 au) along the base of the
wind.16 Henceforth, a figure panel labeled cTT or HAe indicates
that the constraint r>rsub in Equation (9) is taken into
consideration in determining the plotted dust distribution for the
respective radiation field (see Table 2). In this figure, we show
results for Tg Profiles1 and2 and for both cTT and HAe stars.
Each of the plotted distributions exhibits the same basic structure
for its two components: the outgoing grains (black circles), which
occupy the range a < amax(r), and the reentering grains (orange
squares), for which a > amax(r). The distribution of uplifted
grains has the power-law form of the injected dust (Equation (8))
up to aamax(r), though for sufficiently large radii it turns
around and starts to increase with size as amax(r) is approached.
This rise reflects the fact that, as it gets harder to accelerate the
grains, their upward speed decreases, with the effect becoming
more pronounced at larger radii because the ratio of the
gravitational to the drag-force terms in Equation (3) scales as
r δ/2. The reentering dust distribution dominates the uplifted grain
distribution when they cross at amax, but it decreases rather steeply
with a for larger grain sizes.
The different panels of Figure 3 show that the dust

distribution at the base of the wind can vary in its detailed
shape even as its basic structure remains the same. For any
given Tg profile and radiation field, the upper cutoff of the
distribution decreases with radius—this is due to the fact that
amax is a decreasing function of r (see Equation (6)). The higher
value of the cutoff in the case of Profile2 (as compared with
Profile 1) can be similarly attributed to the temperature
dependence of this quantity (amax∝Tg

1 2).17 The cTT and

16 Note that the mass density derived by sampling packets that contain grains
of sizea is related to nd through a conversion factor that scales as a(dnd/da)
(see Equation (11)), which we evaluate using Equation (8).
17 The density distributions for Profiles3 and4 also differ from the fiducial
case in the details of their shapes, and these differences, too, can be readily
understood from the properties of the grain trajectories. However, as these
variations are fairly minor, we do not display the corresponding plots here.
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Figure 1. Trajectories of uplifted 1 μm grains in the (r, z/r) plane for four illustrative profiles of the gas temperature in the wind (see Table 1). The dashed red curve
represents the locus of points where the grain velocity component normal to the disk surface vanishes (vd,⊥=0), whereas the dotted blue curve represents the locus of
points where vd,z=0. The background cells depict the computational grid in the region under consideration.
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HAe distributions differ only in the inner disk region, where
sublimation effects play a role. In particular, at r=1 au,
the uplifted grain distribution extends all the way down
to a−=0.005 μm for the cTT field but only down to
∼0.7 μm when exposed to the more intense HAe radiation. In
the latter case, the value of the lower cutoff is consistent with
the expectation that irradiated a1 μm grains attain lower
temperatures than smaller particles on account of their higher
radiative efficiencies (see Section 2.4).

One can directly infer the mass distribution of reentering
grains by tallying the dust packets that return to the disk at any
given radius and utilizing the fact that, in our Monte Carlo
scheme, each packet has the same mass. Figure 4 shows the
(normalized) distributions obtained in this way as a function of
the launch radius rl for the same three radii employed in
Figure 3. It is seen that the mass distribution is nearly flat in

rlog10 l. This can be understood by noting that the reentering
dust at radius r is dominated by particles with aamax(r) that
arrive from the entire region between { }-r rmax , sub and r (see
Figures 1 and 3) and by recalling that the self-similar wind
model corresponds to a nearly equal contribution of mass
discharge from each decade in radius (see Section 2.1). This is
a robust property that is not sensitive to the details of the Tg
distribution, so we only exhibit the fiducial case. However, the
amount of mass that reenters the disk is different for cTT and
HAe systems on account of the increase in the magnitude of
rsub (which, for the adopted parameter values, represents the
innermost launch radius in both systems) in going from cTT
stars to HAe stars (see Table 2).

Figure 5 presents the distribution of the mass fluxes of
uplifted and reentering grains along the base of the wind. In
this instance, we show the results for all of our adopted wind-
zone Tg profiles and again distinguish between cTT and HAe
systems. In each case, we integrate the different fluxes over
the two disk surfaces and list the resultant mass flow rates in
the corresponding panel. This figure corroborates our previous
inferences: for each class of objects, the results are not sensitive
to the choice of the Tg profile, but the dust outflow and reentry
rates are distinctly lower for the HAe systems. For cTT
systems, we find that the ratio of the dust mass outflow rate to
Ṁg,out is ∼(6–8)×10−3, and that ∼30%–40% of the uplifted
grain mass reenters the disk. The corresponding fractions for
HAe disks are ∼(3–5)×10−3 and ∼20%–30%, respectively.

Note that the mass flux of uplifted dust scales as r−2 over most
of the sampled range, as expected from the self-similarity
scaling of the “carrier” wind.
We now consider the model predictions for the transport of

annealed grains. In analogy with Figure 4, one can plot the
mass distribution of reentering dust at any given radius as a
function of Td,max: the results for the same three radii
considered in that figure are shown in Figure 6. The overall
flattish appearance of these distributions and the progressive
decrease of their low-end truncation values with increasing
radius essentially mimic the behavior of the mass distributions
in Figure 4.18 The histograms in Figure 6 are divided
into “annealed” (solid red) and “amorphous” (dashed blue)
portions, which correspond to Td,max/Tann�1 and <1,
respectively.19 The contribution of annealed grains dominates
in the inner regions of the disk, where most of the arriving
grains have Td,max � Tann, whereas amorphous grains pre-
dominate farther out. The transition between these two regimes
occurs at ∼0.5 au for cTT disks and ∼5 au for HAe systems
(see Figure 5), the difference reflecting the stronger dust
heating in the more luminous sources. The observational
manifestation of this behavior would be a crystallinity gradient
with a characteristic spatial scale on the order of the transition
radius. It is seen that such gradients arise naturally in this
model.
For the models presented in Figure 5, the overall crystalline

grain fraction in the dust that reenters the disk at r�102 au
lies in the range ∼18%–22% for cTT systems and ∼33%–43%
for HAe disks.20 The stronger radiation field in HAe systems
gives rise to two competing effects: on the one hand, the higher
values of rsub(a) (Equation (13)) reduce the total amount of dust
that is uplifted from the disk; on the other hand, the higher
values of rann(a) (see Section 2.4) increase the range of disk
radii where uplifted grains become annealed. The first effect
results in lower values of Ṁd,out and, correspondingly, of the
total mass reentry rate ( ˙ ˙+M Mr,ann r,amo); the second effect leads
to higher values of the ratio ˙ ˙M Mr,ann r,amo and hence of the
crystallinity fraction for the reentering dust. The overall
conclusion is that, for similar disk extents and mass outflow
rates, HAe systems would have distinctly lower total dust
reentry rates than their cTT counterparts but only moderately
smaller mass reentry rates of annealed grains. The two
competing effects are also manifested at the local level: for
example, while the mass flux of reentering amorphous grains at
r=1 au in the cTT case is larger than the flux of annealed
grains that reenter the disk at that radius in HAe systems, in the
latter case the reentering dust is 100% annealed.
The crystallinity fractions in protoplanetary disks are

inferred from spectroscopic observations of the dust distribu-
tion in the disk surface layer. For a more direct comparison

Figure 2. Mass density of reentering 1 μm grains along the base of the wind
for the same four cases shown in Figure 1.

18 Note that Td,max in Figure 6 is plotted on a linear scale whereas the rl scale in
Figure 4 is logarithmic. Note also that, even though Td,max is equal to Td(rl) for
each individual grain, the mapping between Td,max and the launch radius rl is
not one to one for the full collection. As we already remarked in Section 2.4 in
connection with Equation (13), the equilibrium temperature of an irradiated
grain depends in part on its size: this implies that grains of different sizes that
are launched from different radii may arrive at a given location along the base
of the wind with the same value of Td,max.
19 Recall from Section 2.4 that Tann(a), which is determined from the condition
τann(a)=τdyn, has different values in cTT and HAe systems.
20 The inferred crystallinities are higher when the parameter C in Equation (15)
exceeds our adopted minimum value (C = 1). For example, when C=10, the
corresponding ranges are, respectively, ∼21%–27% and ∼37%–48% for cTT
and HAe systems.
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with these observations, we plot in Figure 7 the radial
distribution of the mass density of the various dust components
at the base of the wind for the four Tg profiles and two radiation
fields employed in this study. The total mass of each of these
components within the bottom layer of cells in the computa-
tional grid is listed in each panel as a proxy for the dust mass
probed by observations.21 The basic appearance of the ρd
curves in Figure 7 is similar to that of the ρdvd,⊥ curves in
Figure 5. In particular, the outgoing dust component follows
the self-similarity scaling of ρg(r) (∝r−3/2), and the reentering
grains exhibit a crossover between the annealed and amorphous
components at the same distinct radial locations for cTT and
HAe systems as the corresponding curves in Figure 5.
However, while the outgoing dust component dominates the
flow of mass through the top of the disk, its contribution to the
mass contained at any given time at the base of the outflow is
subordinate to that of the reentering grains and constitutes only

∼13%–43% (∼18%–48%) of the total dust mass in the layer
for cTT (HAe) systems. In view of our previous findings, it it
not surprising that the largest value of the reentering dust mass
corresponds to Profile2 and the smallest value to Profile3.
Another difference from the results presented in Figure 5 is in
the inferred crystallinity fraction for the reentering dust, which
is measurably lower when evaluated on the basis of mass: in
this case it lies in the range ∼3%–10% for cTT systems and
∼11%–21% for HAe disks. The difference from the mass flux-
based estimates can be understood from the fact that the
magnitude of vd,⊥ for reentering grains of size a is lower the
smaller the value of a,22 and that reentering amorphous grains
have on average smaller sizes than their annealed counterparts
because they are uplifted from larger radial distances in the
disk. Amorphous grains therefore have higher densities than
annealed ones for a given mass flux of reentering dust: this is
equivalent to the statement that the proportion of annealed
grains is higher in the mass flux of reentering grains than in
these grains’ local mass density.

Figure 3. Dust number density at the base of the wind for the wind-zone solution, plotted as a function of grain size a at three different disk radii. The gas temperature
profile and the type of radiation field used in determining the grains’ sublimation radii are listed for each column of panels. The black circles and orange squares
represent outgoing and reentering grains, respectively.

21 In our model, the mass (Md,out) of the outgoing dust component is invariably
higher for cTT systems than for HAe ones because of the smaller range of disk
radii from which the outflow originates in the latter systems: the small
deviation from this behavior in the case of Profile1 in Figure 7 is due to
undersampling in the Monte Carlo calculation.

22 This can be seen by using Equations (1)–(3) to write vd,⊥ in the form
vd,⊥=vg,z−(z/r)vg,r−(z/r)(vg,f

2 /r)ts(a), and by noting that ts(a) ∝ a and
that vd,⊥<0 for reentering grains.
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4. Discussion

Using a magnetocentrifugal wind model, we demonstrated
that an extended disk wind can account for many of the
observationally inferred properties of annealed grains in
protostellar disks, including their characteristic sizes
(∼ 0.1–1 μm) and broad spatial dispersion (to distances 
10 au), as well as the indicated radial crystallinity gradient.
Under the assumption that the grains are heated by the stellar

radiation to which they become exposed after they rise above
the disk surface, this model yields crystallinity fractions for the
reentering grains that range from 18% to 43% in the examples
that we presented (though those values would be lower if
opacity effects in the wind reduce the incident radiative flux).
To estimate the observed crystallinity fraction, we consider the
contribution of annealed grains to the total mass of dust at the
base of the wind, which we evaluate using the bottom layer of

Figure 4. Normalized distribution of the reentering dust mass (integrated over all grain sizes) as a function of rlog10 l (the logarithm of the launch radius) in the fiducial
model for the same three disk radii considered in Figure 3. The top and bottom rows correspond, respectively, to the cTT and HAe radiation fields.

Figure 5. Radial distributions of the dust mass fluxes along the base of the wind. The gray circles represent uplifted grains, whereas the red plus signs and blue crosses
correspond, respectively, to annealed (Td,max�Tann) and amorphous (Td,max < Tann) reentering grains. Each panel lists the relevant Tg profile and radiation field (cTT
or HAe) as well as the values of the corresponding mass flow rates across the two disk surfaces. The values of Tann are, respectively, 900 K and 850 K for cTT and
HAe systems.
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cells in our computational grid. We get a lower bound
— ( )+ +M M M Mr,ann d,out r,amo r,ann —on this quantity by tak-
ing the outgoing grains to be fully amorphous and ignoring the
possible contribution of reentering grains that accumulate
below the base of the wind (see below). Using the numerical
values listed in the different panels of Figure 7, this yields
lower limits of ∼3%–8% for cTT systems and ∼7%–17% for

HAe disks, which can be compared with the observationally
inferred range (∼10%–20%).23

Figure 6. Normalized distribution of the reentering dust mass as a function of Td,max (the maximum temperature to which grains are heated after they are uplifted from
the disk surface) for the same model parameters and disk radii used in Figure 4. The solid (red) and dashed (blue) portions of each histogram are separated at
Td,max=Tann and correspond to annealed and amorphous grains, respectively.

Figure 7. Radial distributions of the dust mass densities along the base of the wind. The model outflows presented in this figure as well as the different symbols and
colors are the same as those shown in Figure 5. Aside from the relevant Tg profile and radiation field, each panel also lists the total mass contained in the bottom layer
of grid cells on one side of the disk for the three specified dust flow components.

23 If we chose C=10 in Equation (15) instead of C=1 (so that the inferred
values of Tann for cTT and HAe systems were 850 K and 800 K, respectively,
rather than 900 K and 850 K), the corresponding ranges would be ∼3%–10%
and ∼7%–19%.
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A key feature of wind-transported dust that was identified in
our calculations is the convergence of a significant fraction of the
reentering grains into a narrow zone at the base of the wind. The
two curves in Figure 1, whose intersection with the base defines
this zone—vd,⊥=0 and vd,z=0—themselves intersect at a
slightly lower value of z/r. The latter intersection point represents
a stagnation point of the flow (vd = 0) for grains of the given
size. This suggests that reentering grains whose trajectories pass
within their corresponding convergence zones would tend to
accumulate just below the base of the outflow. To confirm this
inference, we derived the equilibrium dust distribution for the
entire disk–wind domain using the grid-based solution method
described in Appendix B. In this approach, the dust is followed
from the outer radial boundary of the disk, where it is envisioned
to be part of the interstellar matter that feeds the accretion flow
(see Appendix B.3). This solution indeed exhibits high-amplitude
density spikes that are centered at the locations of the
aforementioned stagnation points, and we verified that the mass
flow into the cells where the density peaks is dominated by
reentering grains that arrive from the base of the wind. The density
spikes represent the time-asymptotic limit of the particle
concentration process and thus have unphysically high magni-
tudes, which in this solution are limited only by numerical
diffusivity—in fact, the spikes are characterized by ρd/ρg ?1,
which violates the model assumption of gas-dominated dynamics.
In real disks, grain–grain collisions and particle diffusion can be
expected to intervene before such high densities are attained. As
discussed in Appendix B, the incorporation of collisional effects
into the model results in a large system of nonlinear equations that
is prohibitively difficult to solve. However, it is possible to extend
the model to include the effect of diffusion, which we have done
by including a phenomenological diffusivity (characterized by the
commonly employed gas diffusivity parameter α) that could
represent an underlying gas turbulence (see Appendix B.4). Using
this generalized solution, we found that ρd/ρg drops below1
everywhere in the disk only after α comes to exceed ∼1×10−3

(with the transition value remaining nearly constant with Ṁg,in).
While this can be regarded as a moderate level of turbulence, it
may still be too high to be consistent with the observational and
theoretical indications that large portions of the surface layers of
protoplanetary disks are nonturbulent (see Section 1). Note,
however, that grain–grain collisions should be important at the
locations where dust reenters the disk (see Appendix A.2), so it is
likely that collisional effects (particularly coagulations, in view of
the low relative grain velocities near the stagnation points) would
act to remove dust particles from the convergence zones and
thereby limit the growth of the density spikes. The accumulation
of reentering grains in their respective convergence zones would
have the effect of increasing the observed crystallinity fraction
near the base of the wind by enhancing the contribution of this
grain population (which is characterized by comparatively high
crystallinities) relative to that of the outgoing grains.24

According to Equation (6), the maximum size of grains that
can be uplifted from a given disk radius scales as Ṁ Mg,out *; it
therefore decreases with time as the central mass increases and
the mass outflow rate (which tracks Ṁg,in) goes down. Our
model thus implies a direct correlation between the dominant
size of reentering grains at a given radius (or the radius where

most grains of a given size reenter the disk) and tage (the
system’s age). In particular, grains that reach the outer disk
regions at early times could have sizes ?1 μm, which, among
other implications, may be relevant to the origin of the 20 μm
CAI-like particle discovered in one of the samples returned
from Comet 81P/Wild2 (see Section 1).25 The mass accretion
and outflow rates continue to evolve even after the bulk of the
protostellar mass has been assembled—in particular, Ṁg,in is
inferred to decrease with tage as ( )- -t10 10 yr7

age
6 1.2

☉M yr−1

for M* in the range 0.4–1.2 M☉ (Caratti o Garatti et al. 2012).
Assuming Ṁg,out ≈ 0.1 Ṁg,in, it then follows from Equation (6)
that the characteristic size of annealed grains varies as
;0.4 ( ) ( ) ( )☉

- -M M T t200 K 10 yr1
1

1 2
age

6 1.2
* μm: the time

evolution of amax may contribute to the extent of the observed
size range of annealed grains.
Over most of their evolution, protostellar disks remain in a

quiescent state wherein Ṁg,in and Ṁg,out decrease monotonically
with tage, as described above. However, the disks also
experience episodes of high accretion and outflow rates, the
strongest of which correspond to FU Orionis (FUOR) outbursts
(e.g., Hartmann & Kenyon 1996). Mid-infrared observations of
FUOR disks (Green et al. 2006; Quanz et al. 2006) have
revealed the presence of amorphous silicate grains, but not of
crystalline ones. Though the nature of FUOR outflows is still
being debated, it has been argued (e.g., Calvet et al. 1993) that
they are launched from the disk surfaces similarly to the cTT
and HAe winds considered in our model. For the high rates of
these outflows (Ṁg,out ∼10−6

–10−5 M☉ yr−1), Equation (6)
implies that any grains in the observed size range (∼ 0.1–1
μm) that reach the base of the wind are carried away by the
outflow and do not reenter the disk. However, given that the
outburst region evidently does not extend beyond ∼1 au (e.g.,
Zhu et al. 2007), it can be expected that any such grains in
fact sublimate in the intense FUOR radiation field,26 so that the
outflow remains dust free. The observed amorphous silicates
are perhaps associated with a cTT-type disk outflow that
continues to operate in the colder, outer regions of the disk.
Another prediction of our model that is consistent with

observational findings is an inverse correlation between the
mass-averaged size of grains at the base of the wind—which is
roughly amax(r) in this model—and the disk radius r (see
Equation (6) and Figure 3). Such a trend was deduced from an
analysis of the mean grain size in two large samples of
protoplanetary disks (Oliveira et al. 2011) and from a study of
the behavior of crystalline grains in cTT and HAe systems
(Bouwman et al. 2008; Juhász et al. 2010). In the latter case,
this result follows from the inferences that the mass ratio of
enstatite (MgSiO3) to forsterite (Mg2SiO4) crystals decreases
with disk radius and that the typical size of enstatite grains is
larger than that of the forsterite ones. The indicated radial
gradient in the composition of crystalline grains also has a
plausible explanation in this model. It is generally understood
that forsterite forms first during the thermal annealing process,
and that enstatite forms from forsterite through secondary
reactions that occur faster the greater the compactness of the
parent grains (e.g., Bouwman et al. 2008). In the wind transport

24 The crystallinity fraction would be further enhanced if—contrary to our
assumption that the uplifted grains are fully amorphous—some of the
processed grains that reenter the disk are carried back to the disk surface and
become part of the outgoing dust component.

25 Using a similar argument, Wong et al. (2016) proposed that the inferred
presence of millimeter-size grains in protostellar envelopes could be attributed
to dust transport by disk winds during an early phase of the protostellar
evolution (characterized by ˙ ~Mg,out 10−6 M☉ yr−1 and M* ∼ 0.1 ☉M ).
26 For example, in the case of the archetype FU Orionis (L≈500 ☉L ),
rsub (a=1 μm) ≈ 7.6 au (see Equation (13) and Table 2).
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picture, the local population of reentering grains becomes
dominated, as one moves in along the disk surface, by grains
that arrive from progressively smaller disk radii. In the context
of this scenario, one could attribute the predominance of
enstatite grains at smaller radii to the more favorable conditions
for their formation in the innermost disk region where the
density and kinetic temperature peak.

The inferred early establishment of the surface crystallinity
level and its persistence at later times were previously
interpreted in the context of turbulent disk models (e.g.,
Ciesla 2009, 2011), but such explanations may not be viable if
extended regions of protoplanetary disks indeed have non-
turbulent surface layers. In our scenario, grains could be
annealed close to the protostar and transported to the outer disk
regions as soon as the disk-accretion/disk-wind flow pattern is
established and the intense central radiation field is turned on,
which are expected to occur early in the protostellar evolution.
Furthermore, in this picture, the observed crystallinity fraction
would not change strongly as the mass outflow rate diminishes
with increasing age because it depends primarily on the
radiative properties of the central star (L*, and to a lesser extent
T*), which evolve much more slowly. Thus, while the
characteristic size of reentering grains would decrease with
time (as discussed above), the fraction of annealed grains
(which is determined by the dust temperature distribution along
the disk surface; see Figures 5–7) would remain roughly
constant as Td depends only weakly on the grain size a (see
Equation (13)).

For mass outflow rates of the order of our fiducial value, the
column density of the dust uplifted from the innermost disk
region could be large enough to shield the disk surface farther
out from the stellar UV radiation, which may preclude the
launching of a vigorous disk outflow beyond ∼2 rsub (Bans &
Königl 2012; see also Panoglou et al. 2012). The existence of a
disk outflow of this type has been indicated by observations of
the HAe star HD163296, in which, on the one hand, the
detection of correlated optical and infrared variability points to
the presence of a dusty outflow in the inner disk (Ellerbroek
et al. 2014), and, on the other hand, the measurement of low
turbulent velocities in the outer disk can be attributed to the
shielding of that region from stellar UV photons (Flaherty
et al. 2015, 2017; Simon et al. 2018). Although we do not
investigate such an outflow configuration explicitly, we can
conclude from our existing model results that it should have
similar dust transport properties if the mass outflow rate is
comparable. This follows from the observations that the
characteristic size of the reentering grains is not sensitive to
the value of the launch radius (see Equation (6)) and that, for a
self-similar wind, each decade in radius in the region from which
grains arrive at a given location along the disk surface
contributes roughly equally to the mass of the reentering dust
(see Figure 4). A detailed calculation is, however, required to
determine the extent to which the predicted crystallinity fractions
change: in and of itself, the truncation of the outflow region
would lead to a higher proportion of annealed grains, but this
effect would be mitigated by the self-shielding of the wind.

Although we have concentrated on the application to annealed
grains, our model has other noteworthy implications for the study
of dust in protoplanetary systems. As summarized in Section 1,
there is growing evidence for the presence of dust in the powerful
disk outflows associated with these sources, and our calculations
make it possible to estimate the mass discharge and size

distribution of this dust. A rough estimate of the rate of mass
outflow for the dust that remains embedded in the wind can be
obtained by taking the difference between the mass discharge of
uplifted dust at the base of the wind and the mass inflow rate of
reentering grains: ˙ ˙ ( ˙ ˙ )» - +M M M Md,wind d,out r,ann r,amo . The
results shown in Figure 5 indicate that, for a disk wind with Ṁg,out

=3.5×10−8 M☉ yr−1, Ṁd,wind ∼ (1.3–2.0)×10−10 M☉ yr−1

for cTT disks and∼ (0.8–1.3)×10−10 M☉ yr−1 for HAe
systems. The size spectrum of the wind-transported grains can
be estimated from the following general result of our model: for
a disk extending out to r+, all grains of size � amax(r+) will
either not be uplifted from, or else reenter, the disk. Thus,
to a good approximation, the spectrum of grains that are
carried away by the disk outflow will be truncated at
that size. Using our fiducial parameter values, amax(r+) ∼
0.1 ( ˙ )( )☉ m- -M M T10 yr 200 K mg,out

8 1
1

1 2 , implying that only
submicron-size grains are likely to remain embedded in winds
from cTT and HAe disks.
A longstanding issue in the study of dust in protoplanetary

disks has been the so-called small-grains problem: the
observationally inferred persistence of small (1 μm) grains
in the surface layers of the inner disk, which is inconsistent with
theoretical expectations from simple models of grain growth and
vertical settling (e.g., Dullemond & Dominik 2005). One
proposed resolution of this problem involves the incorporation
of particle fragmentation and turbulent mixing effects, which act
to replenish the population of small grains at high disk altitudes.
However, unless additional conditions are realized, the required
level of turbulence is rather high (Zsom et al. 2011; Krijt &
Ciesla 2016)—corresponding to an α parameter of 0.01 (see
Appendix B.4)—which, as was noted in Section 1, is
inconsistent with recent theoretical work (as well as observa-
tional findings on larger scales). A disk–wind model of the type
that we have considered provides a straightforward alternative
explanation. In this picture, small grains remain well coupled to
the gas, so they are naturally present at the surface in any dusty
disk region that drives an MHD wind (see Figure 3). In fact,
these grains might even serve as an observational signature of
such a wind. Note in this connection that the nested morphology
of the flowlines that comprise the modeled disk–wind system
(Section 2.1) implies that the gas that feeds the wind stays away
from the dense midplane region, so that the small grains it carries
from the ambient molecular cloud core are less susceptible to
coagulation and likely maintain their original distribution.
Real protoplanetary disk outflows can be expected to be

significantly more complex and varied than the idealized and
highly simplified model employed in this paper. Among other
factors, they are affected by the ionization structure (which
determines the conductivity regime of the gas—ambipolar,
Hall, or Ohm), the polarity and degree of symmetry of the
magnetic field, the magnitude of the plasma β parameter, and
the contribution of external heating sources. Recent studies
have begun to incorporate some of these effects and have
already made significant progress (e.g., Turner et al. 2014;
Gressel et al. 2015; Bai 2017; Béthune et al. 2017), but the
models remain incomplete. Insofar as our main results depend
only on a few basic parameters (M*, L*, Ṁg,out) and on the
assumption that the wind structure is self-similar, they should
have broad qualitative applicability; however, quantitative
predictions may well require using a more elaborate scheme.
Improved accuracy would also necessitate a more detailed
treatment of the thermal structure of the wind.
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5. Conclusion

Observations of protoplanetary disks have provided evidence
for the presence of ∼0.1–1 μm crystalline silicate grains in
their surface layers. The mean crystalline mass fractions are
estimated to be ∼10%–20%, and it is inferred that the degree of
crystallinity is established early in the disk evolution and
changes little with age. The crystalline grains could have
formed by thermal annealing of amorphous dust, but they are
detected on spatial scales where the dust temperature Td is
much lower than the threshold value (∼103 K) for this process.
Similar inferences have also been made for the protosolar disk
based on data from short-period comets. One possibility—
supported by indications in some sources of a decrease in the
crystallinity fraction on going from the inner to the outer disk
regions—is that the grains are annealed at small disk radii
(where Td is high) and are subsequently transported to the cold
outer regions of the disk. In this paper, we examine a scenario
of this type, in which an MHD disk wind uplifts dust from the
disk and transports it outward, with intermediate-size grains
eventually succumbing to the tidal gravitational force and
reentering the disk. In this picture, the uplifted grains are
thermally processed by the stellar radiation, to which they
become exposed after leaving the disk. In contradistinction
with the previously proposed X-wind model (e.g., Shu et al.
2001), the magnetic field that drives the wind is not confined to
the edge of the stellar magnetosphere, so this model is not
subject to the caveat that Td at the launch radius may exceed the
dust sublimation temperature. We use the semianalytic, radially
self-similar disk–wind solution of Teitler (2011), which
incorporates a nonideal MHD accretion flow and an ideal
MHD magnetocentrifugal outflow, to describe the underlying
gas dynamics. We demonstrate that collisional effects are by
and large unimportant in the wind region, so that the equations
of motion for the uplifted dust remain linear. We solve these
equations by two independent methods: a Monte Carlo scheme
and a grid-based matrix decomposition algorithm.

We find that our model naturally accounts for many of the
observational findings. A key quantity for a qualitative
interpretation of the results is amax(r), the maximum grain size
that can be uplifted from the base of the wind at radiusr, which
scales as ˙ ( )M T r Mg,out g

1 2
* (see Equation (6)). For character-

istic parameter values of cTT and HAe systems, amax—which
is expected to vary only weakly with r—lies in the observed
size range of annealed grains. To a good approximation, the
uplifted grains that reenter the disk are those whose sizea
corresponds to amax(r) for some radius within the disk, and a
significant fraction of them converge to a region that lies just
beyond this radius (which we label rmax(a)—it is the maximum
radius from which grains of sizea can be uplifted). According
to this picture, the characteristic sizes of grains that are uplifted
from—and then reenter—the disk are determined by the
competition between the drag force that pushes the dust up
(represented by the Ṁg,out term in Equation (6)) and the tidal
gravitational force that pulls the grains back down (the M*
term), as well as by the strength of the coupling between the
gas and the dust (the Tg

1 2 term): grains with a=amax(r) are
carried away by the outflow, whereas larger grains remain in
the disk. In view of the fact that Ṁ Mg,out * decreases with time,
this picture predicts that larger grains can be uplifted and
transported outward when the system is younger: this could be
relevant to the origin of the 20 μm CAI-like particle that was
identified in one of the samples returned by the Stardust

mission from Comet 81P/Wild2. Furthermore, this model
implies an inverse correlation between the mass-averaged size
of grains at the base of the wind and the disk radius (reflecting
the expected dependence of Tg on r): this prediction, too, is
consistent with observational inferences. Another implication
of this scenario is to the origin of the 1 μm grains in the
surface layers of protoplanetary disks (the so-called small-
grains problem): their inferred persistence at these locations can
be regarded, in the context of this model, as an observational
signature of the disk wind in which they are embedded. There
is observational evidence also for the dust within the outflows
that are driven from the surfaces of these disks, and our model
provides an estimate for the largest size of these grains: it is
roughly the maximum size of grains that can be uplifted from
the disk’s outer edge, which is <1 μm for typical parameters.
The mass outflow rate of wind-borne dust as a fraction of Ṁg,out
is found to be ∼0.4%–0.6% for cTT systems and∼0.2%–0.4%
for HAe disks (where the listed ranges reflect different choices
of the gas temperature profile; see Equation (5) and Table 1).
These considerations should also be relevant to other astro-
physical sources where dusty disks drive outflows, notably
active galactic nuclei.
The Monte Carlo scheme used for deriving the dynamical

properties of the uplifted dust also enables us to determine the
distribution of the maximum temperature to which reentering
grains are heated after becoming exposed to the stellar
radiation. By approximating all grains with Td,max�Tann as
being annealed and all those with lower maximum tempera-
tures as remaining amorphous, we calculate the mass fraction
of crystals among the reentering silicate grains at any location
along the disk as well as over the entire extent of the disk, and
we estimate the predicted local (global) crystallinity fraction by
evaluating the contribution of reentering crystalline grains to
the total density (total mass) of dust at the base of the wind. For
disks with r+=100 au, the global fractions determined in this
way using a conservative estimate of Tann in the context of the
Fabian et al. (2000) annealing law are ∼3%–8% for cTT disks
and ∼7%–17% for HAe systems. These values would be
somewhat higher if the Tann estimates were lower, but in any
case, they are only lower limits on the observed crystallinity
fractions because of the tendency of processed grains to
accumulate near their respective convergence radii. This
tendency is a consequence of the fact that the flow stagnation
point for reentering grains of size a is located just below the
base of the wind very close to rmax(a), and its potential
importance is indicated by the pronounced density spikes that
appear at these locations in the equilibrium solution for the dust
distribution in the full disk–wind model (which we derive using
the grid-based algorithm; see Appendix B). The main factor
that determines the crystallinity fraction in this picture is the
stellar luminosity, which evolves slowly with protostellar age:
this could account for the inferred near-constancy of this
quantity after it is established early in the disk evolution. We
find that, at any given radius, the distribution of the mass of
reentering grains as a function of Td,max has a flattish
appearance, corresponding to the flat dependence of this mass
on the logarithm of the grain launch radius (which, in turn, is a
reflection of the self-similarity of the wind model). As the disk
radius increases, a larger fraction of the reentering grains have
Td,max<Tann, so that, beyond a certain radius (∼ 0.5 au and
∼5 au for the model cTT and HAe disks), the bulk of the
reentering dust mass is amorphous. This behavior could
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account for the observationally inferred radial crystallinity
gradients (which are predicted by this model to have different
spatial scales in cTT and HAe systems). The wind transport
scenario also appears to be consistent with the reported radial
gradient in the composition of crystalline grains (transitioning
from being enstatite dominated to forsterite dominated as r
increases).

The main results of our model are insensitive to the detailed
structure of the disk–wind system and should be robust in that
they only depend on a few basic parameters (M*, L*, Ṁg,out)
and on the assumption that the flow geometry can be
approximated as being self-similar. However, these expecta-
tions need to be confirmed by explicit calculations. It would
also be useful to investigate the possibility that dust uplifted
close to the central star shields the outer disk and wind regions
from the stellar UV photons. Such shielding could affect the
degree of ionization and the temperature of the upper disk
layers farther out—and therefore the strength of MHD outflows
from the outer portions of the disk, as well as the gas and dust
temperatures in the outer wind zone—and thus the dynamics
and thermal structure of uplifted grains in that region.
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Appendix A
Validity of Assumptions about the Dust Dynamics

Two key assumptions that underlie the dust transport
equations presented in Section 2.2 are that the dust velocity
is well approximated by its time-asymptotic form and that the
effects of grain–grain collisions (including, in particular, grain
coagulation and fragmentation) can be ignored. In this
appendix, we assess the validity of these assumptions.

A.1. Time-asymptotic Form of vd

The assumption of a time-asymptotic form enabled us to
formulate a steady-state problem by setting d vd/dt=0. The
e-folding time over which an accelerated grain of size a attains

its terminal velocity at any given location in the wind is given
by the local value of the stopping time ts(a), so this
approximation would be valid for any grid cell in the
computational domain where tt(a), the particle transit time
through the cell, satisfies ts(a)/tt(a)<1. We evaluate this ratio
by using the prescriptions in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively,
to determine ts(a) and tt(a). The results for reentering grains of
size a=1 μm and two Tg profiles are presented in Figure 8.
We find that this ratio is <1 when the values of both z/r and r
are low (0.12 and 1 au, respectively, in the case of the
fiducial model), but that ts exceeds tt farther up and out, in
regions where the high grain velocities and low gas densities
have the effect of (respectively) decreasing the particle transit
times and increasing their stopping times. It can, however,
be seen by referring to Figure 1 that, under the assumption
that the launch locations are distributed uniformly in ( )rlog l
(see Equation (10)), most of the trajectories lie entirely within
the ts/tt<1 zones in Figure 8. An equivalent statement (see
Figure 4) is that most of the dust mass that reenters the disk is
brought in along trajectories that pass entirely within these
zones. Based on these results, we consider the terminal-velocity
approximation to be adequate.

A.2. Ignoring Grain–Grain Collisions

If collisions between grains were important in the disk
outflows that we model, the problem of dust transport in the
wind would be significantly more difficult. For one thing, the
equations would no longer be linear, as the collision terms
are proportional to the product of the number densities of the
colliding particles. Another complication would arise from
the need to keep track of possible transitions between particle
size bins along the grains’ trajectories, which themselves are
size dependent.
We assess the importance of grain–grain collisions in the

following manner. Consider a grain of size ai that moves
through a given grid cell in the computational domain. Its
collision rate with a grain in the particle size bin k is given by

( )s= -C n v , 16k k i k col

where nk is the number density of grains in the size bin k, vi−k is
the relative speed between the particle of size ai and the particle
of size ak, and ( )s p= +a ai kcol

2 is the geometrical collision
cross section. Because, in our model, two grains with identical

Figure 8. Color-coded maps showing the spatial distribution of the ratio of the grain-stopping time ts within a given grid cell to its transit time tt across the cell for
wind-uplifted 1 μm grains. The left and right panels correspond to Tg profiles1 and2, respectively. The terminal-velocity approximation for the grain motion is well
justified in regions where ts/tt<1.
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sizes move with the same velocity within a given cell, we
substitute ak=0.99 ai when calculating Ck for k=i. Further-
more, to take account of the fact that collisions would have a
significant effect on a grain’s mass (through either coagulation
or fragmentation) only if they involved an interaction with a
comparable (or larger) mass, we modify the form of the
collision rate to

⎧⎨⎩
˜ ( )

( ) ( )
( )=

>


C
C a a

a a C a a

if 1,

if 1.
17k

k k i

k i k k i

3

3 3

In this formulation, the collisions are weighted according to
their effect on the grain’s mass. Ignoring the possibility of
multiple major collisions, the probability for the given grain to
undergo significant mass alteration during its transit time tt
through the cell is given by

˜ ( )˜= - -P e1 , 18C t
col tot t

where

˜ ˜ ( )å=C C 19tot
k

k

(see Krijt & Ciesla 2016).
Defining dX≡C̃ ttot t, we can evaluate the cumulative

contribution to Pcol from the grid cells that the given grain
traverses by integrating along the particle’s trajectory, starting
at the grain’s launch point. The results for ai=1 μm grains
are shown in Figure 9, where the two panels illustrate the
dependence on the magnitude of the parameter T1 in the
expression (Equation (5)) for the gas temperature profile.
Collisional effects can be regarded as being unimportant
everywhere along the grain’s path where X remains <1, and the
figure demonstrates that this is the case everywhere except in a
narrow region at the bottom of the grid where the trajectories of
the reentering grains approach the disk surface. It is also seen
that the higher value of T1 that characterizes Profile2 has the
effect of reducing the values of X, which can be attributed to
the fact that the 1 μm grains are better coupled to the gas in this
case (given that ts∝ -T ;1

1 2 see Section 2.2) and therefore have
a lower collision rate with the well-coupled small particles that
dominate the grain population.

Our main conclusion from these results is that, though
collisions may start to affect the distribution of reentering

grains when they approach the disk surface, they should have a
negligible effect on the dynamics of uplifted grains while they
travel in the wind.

Appendix B
Grid-based Solutions

In Section 3, we employ a Monte Carlo scheme to determine
the grain distribution in the wind zone because this method also
makes it possible to derive the temperature distribution of the
reentering grains. However, the steady-state grain distribution
can alternatively be obtained through a numerical, grid-based
solution of the transport equations (Appendix B.1). The grid-
based approach is useful in that it makes it possible to check the
Monte Carlo results (Appendix B.2) and, when extended to
also cover the disk (Appendix B.3), to gain insight into the
long-term evolution of the reentering grains (see Section 4).
The equilibrium solution for the dust distribution in the full
disk–wind model is, however, incomplete in that it does not
incorporate grain–grain collisions and particle diffusion, which
can be important in regions of high particle density. It is
nonetheless possible to assess the effect of the latter process by
incorporating phenomenological diffusivity terms into the dust
transport equations (Appendix B.4).

B.1. Formulation

The transport equations are solved on a spatial grid that
covers the modeled region. The grid is divided by vertical
boundaries separating columns of cells and by boundaries that
correspond to the self-similarity surfaces (i.e., surfaces of
constant polar angle). Thus, each spatial cell is a trapezoid with
vertical sides and with tilted top and bottom surfaces that are
not quite parallel. We assume that dust grains can move from a
given spatial cell to at most four other cells: the cells
immediately above and below it, and the cells that lie just
inward and outward of it in the (spherical) radial direction. We
further assume that the grains move at the terminal velocity
calculated at the center of the cell: based on the results of
Appendix A.1, this assumption should be valid inside the disk
and at sufficiently low altitudes within the wind.
The steady-state evolution of the dust number density is

given by Equation (7). In its grid-based form, it is transformed
into the following set of equations for the number densities

( )n i j k, , of grains of size k in cells identified by the labels of

Figure 9. Values of the cumulative collision-probability parameter X (defined in Appendix A.2) along the 1 μm grain trajectories for gas temperature profiles1 and2.
Mass-altering grain–grain collisions are unimportant in regions where X < 1.
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their column (i) and row ( j):

( )∣ ( )∣ ( )
( )∣ ( )∣ ( ) ( ) ( )

D
+ D =

n i j k v i j k r i j

n i j k v i j k z i j I i j k

, , , , ,

, , , , , , , , 20
r

z

d,

d,

where vd,r and vd,z are given, respectively, by Equations (1)
and(3),27 Δr (Δz) is the (cylindrical) radial (vertical) thickness
of the cell, and I is the influx of particles from neighboring
cells. We calculate the dust velocity using the dynamical model
described in Section 2. However, in evaluating the stopping
time ts in Equations (1) and(3), we assume that Tg∝r−1 (the
self-similarity scaling) along the midplane and that the gas
remains vertically isothermal: this corresponds to a temperature
profile of the form given by Equation (5), with T1=250 K,
γ=0, and δ=1.

Except for cells along the boundaries of the computational
domain, there are four neighboring cells that can contribute
influx terms:

( )

( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( )]
[ ( ) ( )]

( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( )]
[ ( ) ( )]

( ) [( ( ) ( ) ( )]
[ ( ) ( )]

( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( )]
[ ( ) ( )]

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

=- + + D +
´ +

= - - D -
´ -

= - - D -
´ -

=- + + D +
´ + 21

I i j k n i j k v i j k z i j

V i j V i j

I i j k n i j k v i j k z i j

V i j V i j

I i j k n i j k v i j k r i j

V i j V i j

I i j k n i j k v i j k r i j

V i j V i j

, , , 1, , 1, , 1

, 1 ,

, , , 1, , 1, , 1

, 1 ,

, , 1, , 1, , 1,

1, ,

, , 1, , 1, , 1,

1, , ,

z

z

r

r

above d,

below d,

left d,

right d,

where V is the cell volume and the labels “left” and “right” are
shorthand, respectively, for “radially inward” and “radially
outward.” In all cases, if the expression for an influx term is
negative, it is set equal to zero. The minus signs in the
definitions of Iabove and Iright ensure positive influxes for dust
moving down from above (negative vd,z(i, j+1, k)) and inward
from the right (negative vd,r(i+1, j, k)).

B.2. Wind-zone Solution

Here we apply a grid-based approach to the same region
considered in the Monte Carlo solutions presented in Section 3.
Throughout this region, >v 0rd, for all grains, so Iright(i, j, k)
=0 in all cases. Our boundary conditions are that dust with the
size distribution and density normalization adopted in
Section 2.2 can enter along the bottom edge of the model
region, but that no entry is permitted along the inner and outer
radial boundaries or along the top edge of the computational
domain. For any given cell at the base of the wind, a grain in a
size bin k can enter the wind only if it has vd,z>0 at the
bottom of that cell.
We use a grid of 100×19 (radial × vertical) cells extending

radially between 0.1 and 100 au and vertically between the
base of the wind and z/r=0.19 (corresponding to an altitude
of 6 scale heights), so that for each grain size we have a system
of 1900 linear equations. This is, however, an extremely sparse
system, with each equation having at most four terms. (Because
Iright(i, j, k)=0, the equation for n(i, j, k) includes an outflow
term that depends on n(i, j, k) and at most three influx terms,
which depend on n(i, j+1, k), n(i, j−1, k), and n(i−1, j, k).)
In fact, most equations have only three terms, because (for a
grain in bin size k) at most one cell in any given column has
vd,z(i, j+1, k)<0 and vd,z(i, j−1, k)>0. We solve this
system using a band diagonal matrix lower-upper (LU)
decomposition algorithm from Press et al. (1996).
The results obtained from this solution are compared with

those derived using the Monte Carlo method in Figure 10,
which presents the grain number density distribution at the base
of the wind for the same three radii selected in previous figures:
it is seen that there is an excellent agreement between the two
solutions.

B.3. Solution over the Entire Disk–Wind Domain

Our underlying MHD solution (Teitler 2011) describes a
continuous flow configuration that includes both the disk and
the wind. It is therefore possible to solve the dust transport
equations over the entire accretion–outflow region rather than
just over the wind zone as is done in Appendix B.2. To that

Figure 10. Comparison between the grid-based solution for the wind zone (Appendix B.2) and the corresponding solution obtained using the Monte Carlo method
described in Section 2.3. The dust number density distribution at the base of the wind is plotted as a function of the grain size and shown for three different radii. The
densities were calculated using the gas temperature profile specified in Appendix B.1. The black circles and orange squares represent outgoing and reentering grains,
respectively, in the Monte Carlo solution, whereas the corresponding results for the grid-based solution are shown by solid pink and dashed light-blue lines.

27 Note that Equation (20) is constrained not to admit a downward vertical loss
term (vd,z < 0) for j=1 (the midplane).
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end, we enlarge the computational domain and change the
boundary conditions. We consider the same radial interval as in
the wind-only solution (0.1−100 au) but extend the vertical
interval from the base of the wind to the midplane (so that the
entire z/r range from 0 to 0.19 is included). Our grid now
comprises 100×48 cells, resulting in a (still extremely sparse)
system of 4800 linear equations for each particle size. The
modified boundary conditions reflect the different setup:
particles are only allowed to enter through the outer radial
boundary of the computational domain, and, for any given cell
along that boundary, a grain in a size bin k can enter the disk
only if it has v rd, <0 at the cell’s outer edge. The density
distribution of the incoming dust is the same as in the wind-
only implementation: the size distribution is given by
Equation (8) and satisfies ρd=0.01 ρg.

B.4. Effect of Particle Diffusion

The dust distribution for the full disk–wind configuration
exhibits unrealistically large density spikes. As pointed out in
Section 4, the incorporation of grain–gain collisions and
particle diffusion effects could be expected to mitigate the
density growth. If one were to incorporate collisional effects
into our model, the equations would become quadratic. Using
the same setup, we would have 4800K equations to solve (with
K being the number of grain size bins), each depending on at
most K+4 density values (i.e., the system would again be
very sparse). There is, however, no general method for
obtaining a solution of such a large system of nonlinear
equations. In contrast, the inclusion of particle diffusion terms
keeps the transport equations linear, so the model can be
practicably extended to examine the possible effect of this
process.

To incorporate particle diffusion, we follow Miyake et al.
(2016; see also Takeuchi & Lin 2002) and generalize the
particle flux in Equation (7) by adding to the advective term (nd
vd) a diffusive term of the form

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )

n
= -J

n n

nSc
, 22d

g g d

g

where νg is the effective (turbulent) viscosity of the gas and Sc
is the Schmidt number (the gas-to-particle diffusivity ratio),
which is approximated as Sc≈ ( )+ rt v1 s K

2 (Youdin &
Lithwick 2007). The viscosity is written in the common “α

parameter” representation as n a= c r vg s
2

K.
We discretize the equation for Jd as follows. For any two

cells 1 and 2 that undergo diffusive interaction, we define the
fluxes

( )( ) ( ) ( )= +-J n D n D n n d2 231 2 g,1 d,1 g,2 d,2 d,1 g,1 12

and

( )( ) ( ) ( )= +-J n D n D n n d2 , 242 1 g,1 d,1 g,2 d,2 d,2 g,2 12

where d12 is the distance between the two cell centers and Dd

≡ νg/Sc. The diffusive flux affecting the dust density in cell
#1 is given by (V2/V1)J2−1 − J1−2 (where V1 and V2 are the
respective cell volumes), with the corresponding expression for
cell #2 being (V1/V2)J1−2 − J2−1. This prescription makes it
possible to evaluate the diffusive flux without having to know
its direction in advance. For cells located at the lower, upper,
and outer radial boundaries, we evaluate the flux using a

“mirror” boundary condition: the flux into (out of) the cell
through the boundary is the same as the flux out of (into) the
cell through the opposite edge. However, along the inner edge
of the computational domain, we require instead that there be
no diffusion of dust into the cell through the boundary.
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